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Abstract.
Subject Rock Drilling
Rock drilling these days is becoming more common with the use of horizontal Directional Drilling
with this in mind carrying out rock drilling has its advantages and the cost of rock drilling is more
costly than normal line work that is being carried out on a day to day basis.
Overview of mud motors/rock breakers.
Mud motor/rock breaker techniques?
Applications of mud motors/rock breakers in Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) Applications?
Things to consider are what type of rock is to be drilled, Mpa/psi strength?
Selection of cutting tool required for the type of rock to be drilled milled tooth or tungsten carbide
insert (TCI) tri-cone required?
Is mud recycling required?
Length of bore?
Machine selection?
Selection of tooling to be considered i.e. rock reamers hole openers?
Selection of locating system is this a walk over system or wireline locating?
What if anything goes wrong is there a plan B in place e.g. if the pipe gets stuck during pull back?
Would HDD rescue be an option to get the pipe moving again?

